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What follows is a simple attempt to make them more accurate by using four paint colours to make two mixes: I’ve 
chosen Liquitex Acrylics because they seem to be available worldwide.  
 
The colours are :  
Taupe  
Alizarin Crimson  
Burnt Sienna  
White ( any flat white will do )��

 
 

It helps to have something to keep your mixes in : I buy little screw top plastic bottles from Squires : once you’ve 
made your mix you can keep it for future use.  
 
The Mixes are :  
Taupe 2 parts  
Flat white 1 part : that makes the beige background shade .  
 
Alizarin Crimson 1 part  
Burnt Siena 1 ½ parts  
Taupe 1 ½ parts : that makes the pinky brown .  
 
Since the first pinky brown can look a little harsh , I’ve done a paler mix as an alternative : 
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The green and the Umber brown already printed can be left as they are. The two mixes need to be thinned 
somewhat, but not so much that the paint runs around when you apply it. Start by cutting some scrap card to 
make a flat form to stretch the garment on. You can staple these in place through the fabric, and touch up later: 
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The first colour is the ground shade , a pinkish beige : this goes over all the pale greenish khaki areas , which 
should be entirely covered. You might need to second coat, which will make it lighter .Use a large brush with a 
good point: mine is a 7. 
 

 
 

Don’t worry about copying every detail of the little dots and splashes: just paint over them. The Windproof pattern 
was more hard edged than the DML pattern. 
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Once that’s dry, and using pics to guide you, add patches of the pink-brown at random .They can go over any of 
the other colours, and will thus produce a slight variation of shade. In the originals, the Burnt Umber brown is 
produced where the pinky brown crosses the green. 

 

 
 

When it’s all dry, if you think it looks too harsh, sandpaper the whole thing to weather it , then scrub the surface 
with some talc on a toothbrush . That will mute it satisfactorily. Crumple it and rub it in the hands to soften the 
stiffening effect of the paint. You can see how different it now looks from the original scheme: 
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And that’s it : original items show colour variation even within the same garment, being pieced together from 
different rolls of fabric, so it’s impossible to be absolute about the shades: in some, the green is quite vivid, and 
the pinky brown is a deep purple, whereas in others the whole palette appears much more burnt umber, with a 
slight yellowish cast, rather than pink.  
These garments were probably produced in a hurry, by different manufacturers, so variation was not a 
consideration.  
 
Here’s a little chap wearing the weathered version: the tie tapes were pale khaki: 
 

 


